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Abstract
The speaker will present two case studies of the investigation and remediation of water
leakage and construction defect issues related to waterproofing of the balconies on two
different assisted living facilities. Due to many design errors and construction issues, the
balconies at both of these projects leaked water over time, which resulted in significant
structural damage and water intrusion. These balconies were designed with wood framing,
wood joists, engineered wood products, and common waterproofing membranes. Renovation
included redesign, modification, and replacement of several portions of the original struc
tural framing, associated parapet walls constructed of Portland cement plaster, and brick
and stone veneer cladding assemblies. Additional drainage and slope considerations were
also engineered for these facilities.
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buildings. Areas of expertise include all types of roofing systems, belowgrade and plaza-type waterproofing, building sealants, wall cladding
systems, plaster, EIFS, and all types of curtainwalls.
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Remediation of Balcony Waterproofing
and Structural Framing
A TALE OF T WO CITIES
This paper will present two case studies
of the investigation and remediation of water
leakage and construction defect issues
related to waterproofing of the balconies on
two assisted living facilities located in dif
ferent Texas cities. The projects were linked
by the fact that they are owned by the same
developer and had been constructed by the
same general contractor. However, they had
different overall designs created by differ
ent architects, used different waterproofing
materials, and had different subcontractors
who installed the waterproofing. Due to a
number of design errors, lack of detailing,
and construction defects, the balconies at
both of these projects exhibited significant
water leakage over time, which resulted in
widespread and prevalent structural dam
age and water intrusion.
These balconies were designed with
wood framing, dimension lumber wood
joists, and engineered wood products,
using common waterproofing membranes.
For both projects, the waterproofing mem
branes were designed with “wearing sur
faces” comprised of cast-in-place concrete.
For the Houston project, the perimeter
utilized an aluminum T-bar assembly that
provides some drainage via integral weep
holes, but did not incorporate a drainage
composite to facilitate water runoff. For the
Austin project, the waterproofing system
did incorporate a drainage composite, but
clear paths of water removal and discharge
were not consistently constructed.
Our firm “inherited” both of these proj
ects after other consultants had performed
initial investigations and found some of
the aforementioned problems. For various
reasons, those consultants either did not
want to continue with the projects or were
unable to complete the services required
for the remediation. In each case, addi
tional investigations and analyses were
required before developing the renovation
schemes eventually implemented. Ultimate
renovation included redesign, modification,
and replacement of several portions of
the original structural framing, associated
perimeter flashing systems, parapet walls
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constructed of Portland cement plaster, as
well as brick and stone veneer cladding
assemblies. Additional drainage and slope
considerations were also engineered for
these facilities. This paper will include a
review of some of the challenges involved in
planning and coordinating reconstruction
of the balconies while allowing these facili
ties to remain open for business and fully
occupied.
General Theories of Analysis and Design
Our philosophy of balcony waterproofing
design has been developed over a 44-year
career that has involved both investigat
ing failed projects and designing new and
remedial projects for our clients. Although
a number of resources have been utilized
over the years, including manufacturers’
specifications and details, standard texts
(such as Architectural Graphic Standards
by Ramsey and Sleeper and the NRCA
Roofing and Waterproofing Manual ), we have
also found that several ASTM standards,
practices, and guides have provided ben
eficial information and assistance. These
ASTM guides included the following, among
others: ASTM C981, Standard Guide for
Design of Built-Up Bituminous Membrane
Waterproofing Systems for Building Decks;
ASTM C898, Standard Guide for Use of
High Solids Content, Cold-Liquid-Applied
Elastomeric Waterproofing Membrane with
Separate Wear ing Course; and ASTM
D5898, Standard Guide for Standard Details
for Adhered Sheet Waterproofing.
General Principles
Probably the most important principle of
waterproofing design to which we always try
to adhere is to provide (or create) slope with
in the deck, as well as drainage of water at
the membrane level of the waterproofing
assembly. If the existing structural system
does not provide adequate slope, achiev
ing that goal with overlays or fillers can be
challenging. However, in the case of both of
these projects, achieving slope within the
wood framing was relatively easy. Another
important principle is to provide direct
paths for water collection and discharge
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of water from the assembly. Usually, this
will take the form of drainage composites,
fixed drains, perimeter scuppers, etc. This
aspect of the drainage capability can almost
always be achieved—whether you are deal
ing with new construction or a remediation
project. If fixed drains are used, make cer
tain they are dual-level: capable of accept
ing water runoff at the top of the wearing
surface, as well as at the membrane level.
Take proactive steps to avoid clogging of
the drains, particularly if fixed drains are
used. This may require enlarging existing
holes in the drain body, creating additional
holes within the drain body, or providing
geotextile filter fabrics around the drains as
a permanent barrier.
As with all waterproofing projects, care
should be taken to provide proper flashing
heights and terminations for the water
proofing membrane at all perimeters, termi
nations, and penetrations. Where appropri
ate and required, provide counterflashing
of the waterproofing membranes at transi
tions, particularly where exposed to ultra
violet light or possible maintenance activity.
Where possible, minimize the amount of
water exposure experienced by the system.
While this goal cannot always be achieved,
and the ASTM definition for “waterproof
ing” includes resistance to water under
hydrostatic pressure, it is best to limit the
exposure to water. Reroute discharge from
the roof into collector systems, and limit
the amount of direct water collection and
runoff, if possible.
One of the most important principles
we use in our practice is to avoid the use of
“separate wearing surfaces” that are diffi
cult to remove and that restrict access to the
membrane and flashings for normal inspec
tion and maintenance. Implementation of
this principle means that we try by any
means to not specify or use concrete top
ping slabs, or even tiles and pavers installed
in mortar-setting beds. Eventually, a leak
will occur, and such wearing surfaces will
either 1) delay required actions, 2) incur
significant labor costs to remove the over
burden, or 3) complicate the remediation
due to noise, inconvenience, and damage to
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the underlying waterproofing. Our experience is that it will be all three!
Based on our experience, we have found that where the actual design and/
or original construction of “failed” waterproofing installations deviate from
those general principles outlined above is where we typically discover the
“cause” of the waterproofing failure or lack of performance. For new construc
tion projects, we attempt to steer our clients away from making mistakes in
violating these principles. For our remediation projects, we are obligated to
evaluate the effectiveness of the existing design to adhere to these principles
and make modifications necessary to correct certain issues, where possible.

HOUSTON PROJECT

Figure 1 – Houston typical elevation.

Basic Construction
Basic construction of the project in Houston consisted of a four-story
assisted living facility with multiple connected, building “wings” in various
Y-shaped configurations coming off a central core. These connected building
wings consisted of multifamily-style construction with 144 private balconies,
arranged in “stacks” corresponding to the various interior space layouts (see
Figure 1). Both corner-type and projecting configurations were provided, with
tubular steel columns occurring at the corners of each level to support the
framing above. Wood framing consisting of a combination of dimension lum
ber, engineered wood products (beams), and prefabricated wood trusses was
utilized. The fortunate thing about this configuration was that the balco
nies did not extend into or over an occupied space; they were all “outside”
of the building exterior walls. However, there was still significant dete
rioration of the OSB decking and wood framing that made the balconies
unsafe for occupancy and use (see Figures 2 and 3).
One unfortunate aspect of the construction was that oriented strand
board (OSB) panels had been utilized for the balcony decking and
served as the substrate for the weatherproofing applications. Despite the
Engineered Wood Association (APA) assertions to the contrary, it is our
opinion that OSB panels, while exhibiting adequate structural strength
and properties when they are in pristine condition, do not provide the
same stability and longevity as standard plywood panels for waterproof
ing applications. Our experience is that the OSB panels are more sen
sitive to moisture absorption and ambient moisture variations, as well

Figure 2 – Wood damage at balconies.

Figure 3 – Deteriorated
decking and framing.
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as more susceptible to moisture deteriora
tion.1,2,3 On these projects, the OSB decking
was used in conjunction with self-adhering
bituminous membrane waterproofing, 1½to 2½-in.-thick concrete topping slab, and
aluminum T-bar perimeter metal with inte
gral weep holes and drip flashing.
The original design documents pre
scribed, and selective demolition confirmed,
that the basic structural framing and deck
ing did not provide slope, with the idea
that the top surface of the concrete topping
slab would be sloped to the perimeters.
Accordingly, there was minimal to no slope
at the membrane level, and the waterproof
ing had not been provided with a drainage
composite. Each balcony also had a number
of penetrations, including structural col
umns and the base plates and fasteners for
numerous decorative handrail posts. Our
investigation also found that the perimeter
flashings had been improperly integrated
with the surrounding walls, which con
sisted of both masonry brick veneer and
¾-in. Portland cement plaster (stucco). The
final aspect of this construction related
to the balconies was the use of gypsum
board ceilings on resilient furring channels
that provided an Underwriters Laboratories
(UL)-rated assembly.
About seven or eight years after comple
tion, a number of the balconies at this proj
ect began to exhibit signs of distress, which
included cracking of the concrete topping
slab, what appeared to be “settlement” of
the decking, distortion of the soffits, dis
placement of the sheet metal flashings, and
water stains on the ceilings of balconies
below. The building owner’s maintenance
personnel began to observe a gradual wors
ening of these conditions, which led to an
investigation that uncovered the underlying
causes. Ultimately, the owner authorized
the development of drawings and specifica
tions to implement the required structural
repairs and waterproofing remediation work
(see Figures 4 through 7).
Framing Challenges
The structural repairs at this proj
ect were complicated by the fact that the
structural drawings were not explicitly fol
lowed during the original construction.
This information was gathered by limited
selective demolition within the ceilings of
several units at various locations in order
to discern the extent and severity of the
framing deterioration. Observations quickly
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Figure 4 – Reconstructed framing.
revealed that the main framing (usually
prefabricated, plate-connected wood truss
es) sometimes occurred longitudinally, but
almost as often occurred laterally to the
long direction of the balcony. The main
framing members were supplemented by
glued-laminated beams (glulams), as well
as dimension lumber, typically consisting
of short-span beams composed of three 2
x 12s nailed together. However, the consis
tency of the framing for even similarly sized
and configured balconies was nonexistent.
Information became available suggesting
the original construction was accomplished
using three or four different framing crews,
each of which apparently brought its own
level of skill (of lack thereof ) to the task at
hand without much regard for the structur
al and architectural drawings. In addition,
structural connections were not consis
tently implemented, resulting in omission
of connection hardware and utilization of
nails in bending rather than in simple
shear.
Remediation Design
Our plan was to implement the complete
balcony renovation of the second, third, and
fourth levels of all balcony “stacks” for all
144 balconies, while allowing the residents
to remain in occupancy and without totally
evacuating portions of the building. This
plan avoided the cost and disturbance of
displacing the residents while completing
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the work. It required extensive and early
communication between the contractor and
the owner in order to coordinate and pro
vide notice to the residents as each phase
of the construction was scheduled and
implemented. It also required quite a bit of
forbearance and patience on the part of the
residents, due to the noise and restricted
use of the balconies. The restricted use of
the balconies was not entirely due to the
construction, since, as the engineer-of
record responsible for the “health, safety,
and welfare of the public,” we had previ
ously written a letter recommending that
the balconies not be used until the remedial
work was completed.
The renovation documents required
demolition of the concrete topping slab,
waterproofing, and OSB decking down to the
framing. All damaged and deteriorated wood
members were removed and replaced, or
else necessary repairs were implemented as
appropriate (see Figure 4). Connections of all
wood framing were inspected and confirmed
as adequate, or else revised and repaired.
Slope of ¼ in. per foot was achieved within
the framing by adding “sistered” framing
members or shims on top of the existing
members; however, there were limitations
that were imposed by the existing height of
the thresholds for the doors accessing the
balconies from within the units.
New 23/32-in.-thick exterior-grade ply
wood was installed over the reconfigured
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designed a perimeter system composed of
prefinished 0.060-in. aluminum retainer
metal, which was shimmed away from
the membrane perimeter discharge at the
perimeter (see Figure 7 ). The retainer metal
served both as aesthetic closure for the
paver perimeters, as well as a restraint
against both wind uplift and lateral sliding.
After all balcony waterproofing renovation
work was complete, appurtenances, such as
decorative fiberglass columns and the deco
rative wrought iron handrails, were rein
stalled. The residents were allowed to move
furniture and plants onto the balconies
after successful completion of the punch list
for each phase of the work.

AUSTIN PROJECT

Figure 5 – Membrane remediation.
framing, while the steel framing was shored
up and supported. All work was imple
mented at the fourth level first, working
down to the lower levels in succession.
Waterproofing membranes were installed
to the primed decks and properly inte
grated with the surrounding wall systems,
requiring new combination through-wall

Figure 6 –
Pavers on
proprietary
pedestals.

Figure 7 –
Perimeter
flashing
and retainer
metal.
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flashings and receivers at both the brick
veneer and the plaster walls (see Figure 5 ).
Minimum flashing heights were obtained by
either installing plywood vertically at the
wall framing, or else by using the original
brick veneer as a substrate. Water intrusion
within the brick veneer and plaster clad
ding systems were collected and weeped
from the wall at these through-wall
flashings. The membrane flashings
were counterflashed using prefin
ished sheet metal inserted into
the receivers and fastened. Special
details for the penetrations were
developed, including for the steel
tubular columns and posts for the
decorative wrought iron handrails.
For the wearing surface, we
specified and detailed the use of
individual pavers on a proprietary
pedestal system,
which abutted
the counterflash
ing and walls on
one side for the
projecting bal
conies and on
two sides for the
corner balconies
(see Figure 6 ). In
order to “replace”
the aluminum
T-ba r
per i m
eter metal, we
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Basic Construction
Basic construction of the project in
Austin consisted of an assisted living facil
ity that ranged in height from three to
six stories as the facility accommodated
a change in natural terrain. Again, there
were multiple, connected building “wings”
coming off a central core. These connected
building wings consisted of multifamilystyle construction, with a total of 126 bal
conies, some of which were fully or partially
covered, while there were 38 private balco
nies that were fully exposed to the weather,
randomly arranged throughout this facil
ity with no particular pattern (see Figure
8). The balcony configurations included
corner-type, projecting, and “double” or tan
dem styles. Most of the “exposed” balconies
terminated with wood-framed parapet walls
that were clad with plaster on the interior
surfaces, and with either stone or plaster
on the exterior surfaces. The cast-in-place
concrete topping slabs sloped away from
the building space to through-wall scup
per sleeves that discharged to the exterior.
Occasionally, balconies were provided with
lanais composed of tubular steel columns
and cedar beams, in which the steel col
umns penetrated the topping slabs and
waterproofing membranes. The wood fram
ing consisted solely of dimension lumber
in combination with typical platform-style
framing at the parapets and surrounding
exterior walls. At certain limited locations,
the balconies extended into or over occu
pied spaces, which tended to complicate the
overall remediation work.
As with the other project, the Austin
project also utilized OSB panels for the bal
cony decking, and due to the relatively small
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Figure 8 – Austin typical elevation.
sizes of the balconies, the support framing
was typically comprised of 2 x 8 wood joists
installed with no slope. The waterproof
ing system used at this project was a cold,
liquid-applied, modified-bituminous mem
brane, with flashings that extended up onto
the fiberglass-faced gypsum sheathing on
all sides. As previously stated, the water
proofing system was provided with a drain
age composite board; however, investiga
tions revealed that the drainage composite
had been improperly placed onto the water
proofing membrane prior to it being allowed
to cure. Accordingly, the waterproofing was
“deformed” into dimples formed by the plas
tic “waffle” board of the drainage compos
ite, causing inadequately thin membrane
thicknesses, as well as cutting and displac
ing the membrane at certain locations. In
addition, the scupper openings were often
partially blocked, and water runoff was
restricted by the drainage composite being
installed with a turned-up edge.
Although the waterproofing
turned up the walls an adequate
amount, these flashing membranes
were only “counterflashed” using a
spun-bonded polyolefin nonwoven
weather barrier, as well as the
metal lath and plaster of the sur
rounding walls. Also, the plaster
of the exterior walls and parapet
walls extended down into the top
ping slabs, with the topping slabs
having been placed after the plas
ter was installed. Although this
juncture had been provided with
a sealant joint, the bottom of the
plaster was always subjected to
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water runoff at the topping slab surface, as
well as absorbed moisture from the drain
age plane below. Finally, although the con
crete topping slabs were specified to be 2.5
in. thick, selective demolition found them to
have been actually installed 5 to 6 in. thick.
One of the original aspects of this con
struction that hindered the initial investi
gations and complicated the remediation
work was that the ceilings of these balco
nies were comprised of full-thickness plas
ter on metal lath attached to the bottoms
of the wood joists. Where the steel columns
from the lanais penetrated the membrane,
the flashings were not constructed well and
caused significant leakage.
Again, about five or six years after
completion, a number of the balconies at
this project began to exhibit minor signs of
distress, which primarily consisted of water
stains on the ceilings of balconies below.
Additionally, where the waterproofing had
failed at the exterior walls, water intru
sion had caused deterioration and organic
growth within the occupied spaces at cer
tain locations. The building owner’s main
tenance personnel created selective demoli
tion openings in the plas
ter ceilings in order to
observe these conditions,
which prompted a broader
investigation to be com
missioned (see F igures 9
and 10). Ultimately, the
owner authorized the
development of draw
ings and specifications to
implement the required
structural repairs and
waterproofing remedia
tion work.
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Framing Challenges
Since the framing configurations at this
project were relatively consistent, there were
not many framing challenges beyond the
full replacement of these framing members.
The only exception to this general statement
is when the water intrusion and deteriora
tion extended into the surrounding exterior
walls, which required additional temporary
shoring and extensive reconstruction of the
support walls, as well as the interior wood
trusses at the exterior walls, where neces
sar y.
Remediation Design
Our plan was to implement the com
plete balcony renovation of the exposed
balconies, while making accommodation for
any additional balconies that might exhibit
problems during the renovation work. Once
again, this work was accomplished while
allowing the residents to remain in occu
pancy and without totally evacuating por
tions of the building. This plan avoided the
cost and disturbance of displacing the resi
dents while completing the work. Similar to
the other project, this remediation scheme

Figure 9 – Deteriorated OSB
and framing.

Figure 10 – Deteriorated OSB
and framing.
MarCh 22-27, 2018
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Figure 11 – Deteriorated joists and studs.

required extensive and early communica
tion between the contractor and the owner
Figure 12
in order to coordinate and provide notice to
– Balcony
the residents as each phase of the construc
ready for
tion was scheduled and implemented. It
remediation.
also required quite a bit of forbearance and
patience on the part of the residents, due to
the noise and restricted
use of the balconies
during the remediation.
T he
renovat ion
documents required
demolition of the con
crete topping slab,
water proof ing,
a nd
OSB decking down to
the framing. Due to the
amount of known dete
riorated wood mem
bers, all of the balcony
joists were removed and
replaced (see F igures 11
through 13). Slope of ¼
in. per foot was achieved
within the framing dur
ing the replacement.
New 23/32-in.-thick
exterior-grade plywood
was installed over the
reconf ig ured
fra m Figure 13 – New framing and decking.
ing (see F ig ure 14 ).
Waterproofing membranes were installed to metal inserted into the receivers and fas
the primed decks and properly integrated tened, which will be easily removable for
with the surrounding wall systems, requir
future maintenance and ultimate replace
ing new combination through-wall flashings ment (see F igure 16 ). Special details for the
and receivers at the plaster walls. Minimum penetrations were developed, including for
flashing heights were obtained by install
the steel tubular columns and posts for
ing plywood vertically at the wall framing the decorative wrought iron handrails. In
(see F igure 15 ). The membrane flashings addition, for balconies that were not con
were counterflashed using prefinished sheet structed with parapets and that had been
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constructed with just
an ornamental railing,
special details depict
ing a perimeter retainer
metal were used to ter
minate the paver instal
lation (see F igure 17 ).
For the wearing sur
face for this project, we
specified and detailed
the use of individual
pavers on a proprietary
pedestal system, which
abutted the counterflashing and walls at
the exterior walls and
parapets (see F ig ure
16 ). The original porous
concrete coping stones
were removed from
the parapets. A stain
less steel through-wall
flashing was installed across the wall, and
new castone coping stones were installed
(see F igure 18 ). After all balcony waterproof
ing renovation work was complete, appur
tenances, such as the lanais and the deco
rative wrought iron handrails, were rein
stalled. The residents were allowed to move
furniture and plants onto the balconies after
successful completion of the punch list.
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Figure 14 – New plywood decking.

Figure 15 – Decking and
exterior wall repair.

LESSONS LEARNED
Despite long-available information and
guidance on how to design and construct
balcony and plaza deck waterproofing
assemblies, there appear to be a lot of design
and construction professionals who are
either unaware of this information and data,
or else believe there is a better or cheaper
way to do it that will perform just as well. If
they are unaware of this information, which
has been available for years, then omissions
from these designs and improper details are
a mistake and the product of ignorance. If
these design professionals are simply seek
ing shortcuts, then these principles will
inevitably teach the same lessons to these
new “seekers” as those who helped to develop
the guides and recognized industr y lit
erature in the first place. In our experience,
taking shortcuts and not fully and faithfully
implementing the basic principles outlined
earlier in this paper will result in unsatisfactory water
proofing performance and problems that could likewise
cause premature replacement of the affected systems
and assemblies.
Particularly troublesome, in my view, is the use of
concrete topping slabs as a separate wearing surface
for waterproofing systems. Again, use of these materi
als hinders access for maintenance and investigation
of the membrane, results in costly labor to ultimately
remove, and causes significant disruption and noise
when the need to remove the concrete topping slab
inevitably occurs. For these reasons, the use of a con
crete topping slab should not be selected as a design
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Figure 16 –
Completed
installation
and pavers.
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concrete pavers on a proprietary
pedestal system.
Evaluate methods by which the
amount of water runoff onto the bal
cony or plaza deck may be limited.
Avoid discharge of downspouts or
no-guttered roof systems onto such
balconies or plaza decks, where pos
sible.
As much as possible, consider how
and when future maintenance may
need to be implemented, as well as
how access to the membranes and
flashings may be achieved. Consider
materials and assemblies—including
within the ceilings below the water
proofing deck—that are not perma
nent and that may be readily removed
and replaced for inspections.
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Figure 17 – Perimeter metal with no parapet.
choice except in the most extreme cases.
The other obvious design feature high
lighted by these two case studies is the
requirement for fully developed, functional,
and efficient drainage for the plaza or bal
cony decks, which includes not only the
surface collection and runoff, but, perhaps
more importantly, adequate drainage at
the membrane level. Accordingly, whether
drainage is achieved by fixed drains, by
scuppers, or by perimeter runoff, prop
er drainage should be fully detailed and
achieved for each project, whatever the over
all configuration of the construction may
be. Professionals responsible for achieving
compliance with these design principles
should not be reluctant to innovate and
develop whatever details are needed to
accomplish those principles within the core
systems to be designed.
In summary, the following key points
have been made, although some are simply
the opinion of this author.
• Provide proper substrates for the
waterproofing systems, with stabil
ity and longevity in mind. Plywood
decking may be a better choice for
waterproofing applications over
wood-framed structures.
• Select appropriate waterproofing
materials and systems with a prov
en track record that are capable of
accommodating the conditions antic
ipated for that particular project.
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Provide an appropriate protection
course/drainage composite in order
to promote the free flow of water
at the membrane level. Be sure to
explicitly detail or clearly specify the
means by which the collected drain
age will be discharged from the sys
tem, and provide quality assurance
during construction to make sure it
gets done.
Provide for drainage at the water
proofing membrane level, as well
as at the surface level in all cases.
If fixed drains are used, make sure
the pathway is free and clear at the
membrane level.
Select separate
wearing surfaces
that are not “per
manent” (as is the
case with cast
in-place concrete
topping
slabs
and ceramic tiles
installed in mor
tar setting beds),
which ma ke it
more difficult to
diagnose prob
lems and ulti
mately
repa ir
the waterproof
ing deficiencies.
Consider discreet Figure 18 – New precast coping.
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